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Spectral line shapes in dissipative systems: Molecules adsorbed on metal
surfaces
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The temporal evolution of rates and probabilities of transitions, induced by light between states of
a molecule interacting with a dissipative medium, are derived for a Hamiltonian containing an
anti-Hermitian term which describes dissipation. Our theoretical treatment introduces a
biorthonormal basis set of decaying eigenstates to obtain the rates and probabilities from
perturbation theory. The formalism is developed for excitation by continuous and pulsed light. As
an example, it is applied to the excitation of molecules adsorbed on solid surfaces, taking into
account the dissipation of energy into the solid as the molecule relaxes or is desorbed. ©2001
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1340672#
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I. INTRODUCTION

State-to-state rates of transition and the line shape
spectra are affected by the lifetimes of the involved states
the case of a molecular system in contact with a bath, or
solid surface, its excited states decay over time as energ
dissipated into the surroundings. This decay is freque
represented in wave function1 and density matrix treatments2

by means of phenomenological lifetimes.
An alternative approach to the study of dissipative p

nomena starts with the Hamiltonian of the whole syst
~molecule plus bath! and obtains an effective Hamiltonia
for the molecule. The effective Hamiltonian contains ne
operator terms that describe the dissipation and are funct
of the system’s degrees of freedom. This approach is th
fore more fundamental, and allows access to the lifetim
from molecular properties and interactions. The dissipat
is described by an anti-Hermitian term in the Hamiltonia
which in turn leads to complex energy eigenvalues and
decaying states in a time-dependent description. This ca
done in a time-dependent framework, starting with t
Liouville–von Neumann equation for the density operator
derive generalized Langevin equations,2,3 or it can follow
from a study of discrete states embedded in continua, a
happens in the coupling of molecules with the electrom
netic field4,5 and in collisions of species with internal stru
ture where one introduces optical potentials.6–9

Given the non-Hermitian Hamiltonian, the next task is
derive the rates for state-to-state transitions, and related
shapes of spectra. In what follows we develop a straight
ward formalism for the temporal dependence of transit
rates, consider it for cases where the molecular system
excited by light~both continuous and pulsed!, and comment
on the application of the formulas to desorption with dis

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.
4690021-9606/2001/114(10)/4690/6/$18.00
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pation. Our treatment relates to studies of the optical Blo
equations, where two-state systems are excited by cont
ous or pulsed light.10–13In our case we deal with a multileve
system and include dissipative effects, within a perturbat
treatment. This is not a trivial exercise in perturbation theo
because the states are nonstationary and we need the
time behavior of the system.

In this paper we consider physical situations where
molecule adsorbed on a metal surface is excited by light
makes a transition into a different vibrational-rotational
electronic state, while energy is dissipated into the solid s
face as phonons or electron–hole pairs.14–18 We have re-
cently treated this situation with a model which incorpora
the coupling of a primary region made up of the adsorb
and binding atoms in the substrate, with a secondary reg
containing the remaining substrate, in a density matrix
proach using a time-dependent self-consistent field factor
tion and a stochastic description of the secondary region.19–21

The functional form of the dissipation was given in terms
the time-correlation of atomic displacements in the seco
ary region, related to phonons, and of electronic charge d
sity fluctuations, related to electron–hole excitations.19 In
one of the examples treated later on, for electronic excita
by a femtosecond pulse of UV light, the substrate is a me
with fast electronic relaxation but slow vibrations, which a
lows us to neglect the dissipation from phonon excitatio
Other earlier treatments of surface phenomena such as
sorption have also included an optical potential in t
Hamiltonian.22

II. TRANSITION PROBABILITIES AND RATES

The purpose of this section is to present a detailed d
vation for the transition probabilities and rates for a dissip
tive system interacting with an external radiation field in
continuum or pulsed regime. Splitting the total system in
two subsystems~primary, p, and secondary,s, regions!, the
0 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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4691J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 114, No. 10, 8 March 2001 Spectral line shapes in dissipative systems
total Hamiltonian can be written asHT5Hp1Hs1Hps ,
whereHps represents the interaction between both regio
Each region drives the other one, and fluctuation and di
pation effects in thep-region can be described with a prima
effective Hamiltonian. This leads to time-dependent a
complex-valued effective potentials that describe the bro
ening of energy levels due to the coupling with the bath
secondary region. For fast fluctuation and dissipation,
primary effective HamiltonianFp simplifies to the form19,22

Fp5Fp
01HpL5Hp2

i

2
Wp1HpL , ~1!

whereWp is a positive Hermitian operator, due in our case
the energy dissipation into the metal. The interactionHpL of
the radiation field with the molecule~which is part of the
primary region!, can be written in the dipole approximatio
as

HpL~ t !52Dp •E~ t !52DpE~ t !, ~2!

whereDp is the effective electric dipole vector in the prima
region andDp is its projection on the polarization directio
of E(t), the electric field of the light, which is assume
turned on at timet50. For adsorbates, this coupling ma
occur directly between the light and the bond being excit
or indirectly with excitation of the substrate by light absor
tion followed by transfer of the excitation to the bond. Wh
excitation is direct, the dipole operator in Eq.~2! depends
only on the coordinates of thep-region,Dp

0; when the exci-
tation is indirect, this becomes an effective dipole opera
Dp which also depends on the dynamics of thes-region ex-
citation, and may vary with time, as found in a recent s
chastic treatment of photodesorption.20,21 The expressions
that follow are derived for a time-independent dipole ope
tor, but are easily generalized to time-dependent ones.

A basis set of stationary states of the primary region m
be introduced to describe this region, in the absence of c
pling with the secondary region and the light. They sati
the time-independent equationHpufn

0&5En
0ufn

0&, and form
an orthonormal set. We construct from them the nonstat
ary states of the primary region coupled to the second
one. In what follows we drop the subindexp, write Fp

0

5F0 , Hp5H, Wp5W, andHpL5VL , keeping in mind that
the light interacts only with the dipole,Dp5D which would
equal the primary dipoleDp

0 for direct excitation, or an ef-
fective dipole operatorDp for indirect excitation.

The zero-order HamiltonianF0 is not Hermitian and
therefore it has complex energy eigenvalues. It is w
known that for this kind of operators, the orthogonality pro
erties and completeness of its eigenstatesucn

0& are different
from those derived from hermitian Hamiltonians.23 Thus we
have that

F0ucn
0&5~En2 iGn/2!ucn

0& ~3!

which we can be formally solved for the states, introduc
the notationEn5En

01Dn2 iGn/2, to obtain

ucn
0&5ufn

0&1~En
02H1 i e!21@2 i ~W2Gn!/22Dn#ucn

0&
~4!
Downloaded 17 May 2013 to 161.111.22.69. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract.
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with e→01. HereDn andGn are of first order in the mag
nitude iWi. Similarly we have that F0

†uc̄n
0&5(En

1 iGn/2)uc̄n
0&. The eigenstates$c̄n

0,cm
0 % form a biorthogonal

set, that is,̂ c̄n
0ucm

0 &5dnm , and the resolution of the identity
is

Î 5(
n

ucn
0&^c̄n

0u. ~5!

The eigenstates ofF0 are not orthogonal and their overlap
are given by

^cn
0ucm

0 &5Snm5dnm1Onm~ iWi ! ~6!

insofar the overlap correction is of orderW. Therefore the
eigenstates ucn

0& are approximately orthonormal whe
O(iWi) is small compared withO(iHi). The resolution of
the identity is alternatively written, with a matrix notation fo
the overlap, as

Î 5(
mn

ucn
0&~S21!nm^cm

0 u. ~7!

Transition amplitudes can be obtained from the time dep
dent states

uCm
0 ~ t !&5exp~2 iF 0t/\!ucm

0 &

5exp@2 i ~Em2 iGm/2!t/\#ucm
0 & ~8!

as these states change in time due to their coupling to
light. The probabilityu^cm

0 (t)ucm
0 (t)&u2 shows thatGm gives

the decay rate for statem, and that\/Gm is its decay time
constant.

The electric fields of present interest are weak. We
sume that the dissipation terms are also small, but need
effect over long times. Therefore, we treat the dynamics
the primary region within first order perturbation theory
the field, but must keep the higher order terms in the dis
pation within the complex phase of the decaying states. T
starting with the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation,

i\
]

]t
uC~ t !&5F~ t !uC~ t !& ~9!

we integrate it fromt50 to find for the primary region wave
function, to first order in the coupling with the light and fo
an initial unperturbed stateuCm

0 (t)&, the expression

uCm~ t !&5uCm
0 ~ t !&2

i

\ E
0

t

exp@2 iF 0~ t2t8!/\#

3VL~ t8!uCm
0 ~ t8!&dt8. ~10!

Expectation values of properties can be obtained from
wave function. In particular, the survival probability of th
initial state uCm(0)&5ucm

0 & follows from Pm
s (t)

5u^Cm
0 (0)uCm(t)&u2 and the average interaction energ

with the field results from ^VL(t)&m

5^Cm(t)uVL(t)uCm(t)&. This gives the linear response o
the system to the applied electric field.24 In effect, it can be
written as^VL(t)&m52E(t)^D(t)&m with
 Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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^D~ t !&m5^D~ t !&m
0 1E

2`

`

dt8xm~ t8,t !E~ t8!,

^D~ t !&m
0 5^Cm

0 ~ t !uDuCm
0 ~ t !&

5exp~2Gmt/\!Dmm,

xm~ t8,t !52\21u~ t2t8!exp~2Gmt/\!

3(
n, j

Dmn~S21!n jD jm

3exp@2gnm~ t82t !#sin@vnm~ t82t !# ~11!

in terms of the response functionxm(t,t8). Its Fourier trans-
form with respect tot2t8 can be related to absorption lin
shapes at each timet. Here we have used an expansion in t
basis of unperturbed decaying states which requires the o
lap matrix,u(t) is the Heaviside step function, and the m
trix elements of the dipole operator are written asDnm

5^cn
0uDucm

0 &, and finally \vnm5En2Em , and \gnm

5(Gm1Gn)/2.
It is also possible to define state-to-state transition a

plitudesAm→n(t) for the transition from them state to the
n(Þm) state as

Am→n~ t !5^Cn
0~ t !uCm~ t !&

5Snmei ~vnm1 ignm!t

2
i

\ E
0

t

dt8^cn
0uVL~ t8!ucm

0 &ei ~vnm1 ignm!t8

5Snmei ~vnm1 ignm!t2@Tm→n
~1 ! ~ t !1Tm→n

~2 ! ~ t !#.

~12!

This equation has been obtained by using Eq.~10! and is
valid to first order in the perturbation. The first term sho
that a transition amplitude appears even in the absenc
light, due to the finite lifetime of the states. However it
usually negligible compared with the following two term
corresponding respectively to light absorption and stimula
emission. Time-dependent transition probabilities follo
from Pm→n(t)5uAm→n(t)u2.

In analogy with the case of a Hermitian Hamiltonian,
is also possible to define a state to state rate25 as

Rm→n~ t !5
d

dt
uAm→n~ t !u2. ~13!

Thus, if Em,En and only the absorption process is impo
tant, thenRm→n

abs (t).duTm→n
(1) (t)u2/dt. The total absorption

probability is obtained integrating over all times as in

Pm→n
abs 5E

0

`

dtRm→n
abs ~ t !5uTm→n

~1 ! ~`!u22uTm→n
~1 ! ~0!u2.

~14!

To further develop the theory we have to assume
explicit form for the couplingVL . Two cases will be consid
ered: photon excitation by a continuous light source, such
a continuous wave~cw! laser, and excitation by a light puls
~or pulsed laser!.
Downloaded 17 May 2013 to 161.111.22.69. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract.
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III. PHOTOEXCITATION BY CONTINUOUS AND
PULSED LIGHT

A. Photoexcitation by continuous light

We first consider excitation by a weak continuous lig
field started att50. In this case the coupling takes the form
in the dipole approximation,

VL~ t !52DE0 cos~v0t1w!, ~15!

where we assume that light of frequencyv0 , electric field
strengthE0 and phasew is linearly polarized andD is the
dipole operator projected on the polarization direction, a
let E(t)50 for t,0. Two perturbation terms appear by su
stituting this equation into Eq.~12! and carrying out the in-
tegration over time; the first one is large for stimulated lig
emission (vnm52v0) and the second one is large for ligh
absorption (vnm5v0),

Am→n~ t !5Snmei ~vnm1 ignm!t1~DnmE0/2\!

3Feiw
ei ~vnm1v01 ignm!t21

~vnm1v01 ignm!

1e2 iw
ei ~vnm2v01 ignm!t21

~vnm2v01 ignm! G . ~16!

The first term is small because it contains the product of
exponentially decreasing function of time and the overl
which is of the order ofW. We shall therefore neglect thi
term when the square modulus transition amplitudes
evaluated to obtain more compact formuli for the obse
ables. The absorption probability is given by

uAm→n
abs ~ t !u2.uTm→n

~1 ! ~ t !u25S E0

2\ D 2

3uDnmu2
11e2gnmt@e2gnmt22 cos~vnm2v0!t#

~vnm2v0!21gnm
2

~17!

and the state-to-state rate can be obtained now from Eq.~13!
as

Rm→n
abs ~ t !52~E0 /~2\!!2uDnmu2e2gnmt

3$~vnm2v0!sin@~vnm2v0!t#

1gnm cos@~vnm2v0!t#2gnme2gnmt%

3@~vnm2v0!21gnm
2 #21, ~18!

which generalizes known expressions. In the case of no
sipation, withgnm50, this reduces to the well known resu
for transitions induced by a harmonic perturbation at timet;1

in the limit of t→` we further recover the standard result f
transition rates, which contain ad-function factor for energy
conservation.26

Finally, the total absorption probability can be read
obtained by integration over time according to Eq.~14! and
Eq. ~18! as

Pm→n
abs ~v0!5S E0

2\ D 2 uDnmu2

~vnm2v0!21gnm
2 . ~19!
 Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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4693J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 114, No. 10, 8 March 2001 Spectral line shapes in dissipative systems
Multiplying this probability by the decay constantgnm we
obtain a total transition rate with a Lorentzian shape. T
follows from the dissipative lifetime of the states. Lorentzi
line shapes arise also from radiative lifetimes, in the the
of photoexcitation, when this is developed to second orde
higher in the molecule-light coupling. The contribution
radiative lifetimes could be added in our treatment us
higher order perturbation theory in the electric field.1

B. Photoexcitation by a light pulse

For the light pulse, we assume a Gaussian function c
tered at the timet0 , with a width a, and frequencyv0 ,
chosen so that again we can assume thatVL50 for t,0.
Thus the couplingVL takes now the following form~for
polarized light parallel to the dipole moment of the prima
region!

VL52DE~ t !52DE0e2~ t2t0!2/a2
cos~v0t1w! ~20!

with E0 the amplitude of the electric field. A procedure sim
lar to what follows could be implemented for other pul
shapes.

Introducing Eq.~20! into the transition amplitude Eq
~12!, we obtain

Am→n~ t !5Snmei ~vnm1 ignm!t1
i

\
DnmE0

3E
0

t

ei ~vnm1 ignm!t8e2~ t82t0!2/a2

3cos~v0t81w!dt8. ~21!

Decomposing the cos into exponentials, two terms ag
arise corresponding to absorption and stimulated emissio
light, as in Eq.~12!. Given a transition frequency and sma
detuning, only one of these two must be considered, w
the other is negligible. Thus for the absorption process
have that~for t>0),

Am→n
abs ~ t !5Snmei ~vnm1 ignm!t1Tm→n

~1 ! ~ t;v0!,

Tm→n
~1 ! ~ t;v0!5CnmE

0

t

dsei ~vnm2v!se2gnmse2~s2t0!2/a2

5Ym→n
~1 ! ~ t;v0!2Ym→n

~1 ! ~0;v0! ~22!

with Cnm5 iE0Dnm exp(2iw)/(2\). Analogously, for the
emission process we have a similar expression w
Tm→n

(2) (t) obtained replacing abovev0 and w by 2v0 and
2w, respectively, applicable to the caseEm.En .

The integral in Eq.~22! can be solved analytically in
terms of the error function erf,27 and is given by

Ym→n
~1 ! ~ t;v0!52~Apa/2!er f@q~ t;v0!#

3e2a2~vnm2v0!2/41a2gnm
2 /42gnmt0

3ei ~vnm2v0!~ t02a2gnm/2! ~23!

with the definition

q~ t;v0!5
gnma

2
1

t2t0

a
1 i

~v02vnm!a

2
. ~24!
Downloaded 17 May 2013 to 161.111.22.69. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract.
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Similar expressions are obtained forYm→n
(2) (t) with (v0 ,w)

replaced above by (2v0 ,2w).
The time dependent absorption probability on- or o

resonance is expressed byPm→n
abs (t)5uAm→n

abs (t)u2

5uTm→n
(1) (t;v0)u2. This provides a simple and compact e

pression which can be readily applied to Gaussian pul
and generalizes previous results using stationary states.11,12,13

Rates and final probabilities follow from Eqs.~13! and~14!,
respectively.

IV. MODEL CALCULATIONS FOR ADSORBATE
EXCITATIONS

Here we present results for a model applicable to
vibrational and vibrational-electronic excitation of a mo
ecule adsorbed on a metal surface, such as CO adsorbe
Cu~001!, following absorption of visible/UV light. This leads
to the electronic excitation of the substrate, which then tra
fers energy to the adsorbate and excites it into higher vib
tional levels of the same electronic state, or to high
vibrational-electronic states, as follows from theoretic
interpretations14,17,15 of experiments. A recently propose
model,19,20 which gives results in good agreement with fem
tosecond experiments on photodesorption yields, makes
of an effective dipole operator in the adsorbate~or p-! region,
derived from a model based on the evidence18,16 that the
electronic response and relaxation in the substrate are fas
that the effective electric field coupling to the adsorbate
pole has the same duration as the original pulse, and a
tribution of wavelengths containing the range of resona
absorption frequencies of the adsorbate region. We us
what follows physical parameters and experimental con
tions with orders of magnitude suggested by CO/Cu~001!, as
typical values for our model calculations.

The light frequency is chosen to have a phasew
52p/2, providing continuity forE(t) at t50. The strength
of the electric field exciting the adsorbate is expressed
terms of the laser fluenceF and the pulse half-widtha as
E052F1/2@1/(2pa2)#1/4, chosen so that the fluence of th
pulse is the same irrespective of its width. The value for
pulse isF51.0 mJ/cm256.41831023 a.u., anda and t0 are
chosen to describe the pulse half width for which we ta
a5t0/2550 fs52.0673103 a.u.

For vibrational excitation in the ground electronic stateg
by continuous light, such as excitation of a dipole-allow
mode of CO on Cu~001!, the lifetimes of vibrational states
m5(g,v) and n5(g,v8) come from their decay into elec
tronic excitations of the conduction band electrons and i
phonon creation in the substrate.14,15,16The excitation could
result from direct absorption of infrared light by a dipol
allowed normal mode or, as considered next, from indir
excitation of vibrations by continuous UV light which is firs
absorbed by the metal and is then partly transferred as in
red energy of frequencyv0 to the adsorbate bond. W
choose as model parameters for the indirect mechan
\vnm520 meV57.35831024 a.u., values of\/Gm5\/Gn

55.0 ps52.0673105 a.u. for the lifetimes of the statesm
and n, from which it follows thatgnm50.2 ps2154.8379
31026 a.u. for the transition decay width, and an effecti
transition dipoleDnm54.031022 a.u.
 Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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FIG. 1. Scaled rate of transitionR for excitation by continuous infrared light, vs the scaled frequency detuningx and scaled timey ~see definitions in the text!,
for the parameters applying to vibrational excitation.
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Figure 1 shows the scaled absorption rateR
5Rm→n

abs gnm(2\)2/@2(E0uDnmu)2# from Eq.~18!. Here we use
as variables the detuningx5(v02vnm)/vnm , and the
scaled timey5gnmt. We find, at a given time, a large centr
positive rate peak and oscillatory side bands correspon
to both m→n and n→m transitions. As the time become
larger thangnm

21, the rate concentrates at a narrower cen
peak, while its distribution over frequencies spreads into
cillating wings.

For vibrational-electronic excitation of the adsorba
bond by a short UV pulse, the mechanism involves el
tronic excitations into both the conduction and unoccup
electron energy bands of the substrate; this energy is tr
ferred into the adsorbate region and promotes near reson
m→n transitions. The initial statem5(g,v) is a vibrational
statev in the ground electronic stateg while n5(e,v8) re-
fers to a vibrational statev8 in an excited electronic statee.
We use as typical magnitudes\vnm51.0 eV53.675
31022 a.u., lifetimes\/Gm55.0 ps for the ground electroni
state and\/Gn550.0 fs for the excited electronic state, co
responding to 2.0673105 a.u. and 2.0673103 a.u., respec-
tively, and a transition dipoleDnm50.26 a.u. This gives a
transition decay widthgnm52.443231024 a.u.

Results have been obtained from Eq.~22! for a pulse of
width a550 fs and a fluence ofF51.0 mJ/cm2, shown in
Fig. 2. This displays the scaled absorption probabilityP
5Pm→n

~abs! /(Cnm
2 a2) vs the same scaled time and detuning

introduced before. At resonance, for zero detuning, the pr
ability is found to increase as time advances. The increas
less pronounced off-resonance, and a small maximum
pears as time increases at off-resonance.
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V. CONCLUSION

We have shown that time-dependent perturbation the
and the theory of linear response, can be used to describ
temporal evolution of transitions between decaying sta
provided one introduces biorthogonal basis sets of a n
Hermitian Hamiltonian with dissipative energy terms. E
pressions could then be derived for time-dependent trans
amplitudes and rates which depend on the decay times. T
reduce to well known results when the state decay tim
become infinite~stationary states! and also when rates ar
integrated over all times to recover line shapes in the
quency domain.

Two special cases were developed, corresponding to
citation by continuous light and by a light pulse. In the fir
case we recovered the well-known energy conserving tra
tion rates, and found a Lorentzian line shape for total abso
tion probabilities due to the presence of dissipation. Expr
sions for excitation by light pulses lead to new results for
temporal dependence of rates, presented here for both
and nonzero detuning. When the pulse is gaussian, ou
sults involve the error function of time. These also appea
the solutions of the optical Bloch equations for two sta
systems;13 here we have included the effects of finite dec
times, to first order in the perturbing electric field.

We have applied the derived formulas to model calcu
tions of adsorbate excitations. Excited molecular states
adsorbed molecules decay through couplings to the solid
face substrates, and therefore have finite lifetimes which
be described by decay times. We parametrized our mo
with physical values of orders of magnitude suggested by
 Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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FIG. 2. Scaled probability of transitionP for excitation by a femtosecond visible light pulse, vs the scaled frequency detuningx and scaled timey ~see
definitions in the text!, for the parameters applying to electronic-vibrational excitation.
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CO/Cu~001! system and obtained rates vs time and vs
frequency of the carrying light wave. For vibrational excit
tion by continuous UV light, we found that the presence
quantal decay times leads to rates which oscillate with b
time and light frequency, and decrease exponentially for lo
times. For excitation by femtosecond pulses, the formu
give simple expressions showing that the absorption pr
ability increases with time and peaks at resonance, as
pected. The derivations allow calculations for varying dis
pation strengths, embodied in the transition widthsgnm .
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